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Background

Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is characterised by a persistent and disproportionate fear of social situations. It is the third most common of all mental health disorders, with a lifetime prevalence of up to 13%. The age at onset is typically during adolescence (median 13 years), with most people developing the condition before they reach their twenties. Without treatment, SAD often runs a chronic course and is associated with risks of other negative mental health and social outcomes.

Currently, the most commonly delivered treatment approach for adolescents with SAD is a generic cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) anxiety programme that is used across a range of anxiety disorders. Unfortunately, in recent studies, young people with SAD have had significantly poorer outcomes than those with other anxiety disorders. However, adults who receive a focused psychological treatment for SAD (cognitive therapy for SAD in adults (CT-SAD)), a therapy that targets key psychological mechanisms that are known to maintain the disorder, achieve much higher recovery rates. CT-SAD has also been shown to be superior to a number of other psychological and pharmacological treatments. It is possible that adapting CT-SAD for adolescents (CT-SAD-A) may improve treatment outcomes for adolescents with SAD over the generic forms of CBT that are often applied, bringing direct benefits to young people and their families, the NHS, child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS), as well as adult mental health services and society more broadly, by disrupting the negative trajectory associated with adolescent SAD.

Objective 1

This study initially set out to determine the feasibility of a randomised control trial (RCT) in routine NHS CAMHS to assess the use of CT-SAD-A compared with the C.A.T. Project (a CBT programme that has been developed for adolescents with a range of anxiety disorders) for adolescents with SAD. Specifically, our aims were to train NHS CAMHS therapists to deliver the adapted treatment and assess therapist competency and young people’s outcomes; identify appropriate clinical outcomes and economic measures for a subsequent definitive trial; and examine whether or not a definitive trial can be conducted on the basis of a feasibility trial that would:

- explore the acceptability of the treatments and trial procedures
- establish likely recruitment rates
- establish the likely rate of treatment drop out
- establish likely retention to research assessments post treatment and (in a subset of participants) at 3-month follow-up
- establish if adapted cognitive therapy for social anxiety disorder in adolescents can be delivered so that it is clearly distinct from the C.A.T Project, with high levels of fidelity by practitioners and credibility with patients in both arms
- conduct exploratory analyses of possible outcomes for the two treatments, including changes in social anxiety symptoms and diagnostic status, depression, social functioning, school attendance, concentration in class, quality of life, health-care resource use and other outcomes identified through patient and public involvement
- describe negative impacts of the treatments and the trial procedures (to patients, their parents and therapists).
Objective 2

Unfortunately, during the training phase of the study, it became clear that the proposed trial would not be feasible within routine CAMHS, and on the basis of liaison with the Study Steering Committee and the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR), the study aims were adapted to examine the training in and delivery of CT-SAD-A in routine NHS CAMHS, in terms of therapists’ abilities to deliver CT-SAD-A, young people’s outcomes, and the experiences of participating families (young people and their parents/carers), the therapists delivering the treatment, and their service managers within a CAMHS setting. Specifically, our aims were to:

- train NHS CAMHS therapists to deliver the adapted treatment and assess therapist competency (an independent rater is currently rating therapist competency and these outcomes will be reported in a later publication) and young people’s outcomes
- estimate the cost of delivering CT-SAD-A within an NHS CAMHS setting
- understand the experience of receiving CT-SAD-A and participating in a research study within a CAMHS setting among young people and their parents
- understand the experience of CAMHS therapists receiving training in and delivering CT-SAD-A and their experience of being part of a research study
- understand the experiences of the CAMHS service managers in relation to supporting the training and delivery of CT-SAD-A and the accompanying research procedures within their services.

Methods

- We produced a training manual and accompanying materials for the adapted form of CT-SAD-A [PowerPoint® presentations (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) and video clips].
- NHS CAMHS therapists attended training workshops and received weekly supervision on a series of CT-SAD-A training cases.
- We assessed patient outcomes during the training phase using diagnostic interviews and young person and parent report questionnaires relating to social anxiety, common comorbid difficulties and broader functioning.
- We interviewed young people, parents, therapists and their managers/service leads and used interpretative phenomenological analysis to explore their experiences of CT-SAD-A and the research.

Results

Of the 19 therapists recruited to the training phase, 10 withdrew from the study owing to job changes or other pressures. Participating therapists had a limited amount of time available to work with young people recruited to the study. Some teams identified few young people with SAD because referrals increasingly required a focus on risk management. As a result of the difficulties with therapist retention and participant identification, we concluded that the proposed RCT would not be feasible in the current CAMHS context.

Twelve young people received CT-SAD-A as part of the training case series. Large reductions were reported for symptoms of social anxiety, generalised anxiety, depression, and large increases were reported for social satisfaction and participation. Seven young people no longer met criteria for a diagnosis of SAD at the end of the treatment. Large reductions were also found in the measures of the psychological mechanisms that are targeted in CT-SAD-A. Young people universally endorsed high acceptability of the treatment. The full cost to the NHS would be £4047 [standard deviation (SD) £1003] per adolescent treated in the training phase or £1861 (SD £358), excluding training costs.
On the basis of the qualitative interviews, young people appeared to find some aspects of the intervention challenging, but they reflected on the benefits (especially the improvements in what they were able to do) outstripping the costs. They found the approach taken by their therapists to be open and non-judgemental, and the therapeutic process to be active. They identified the use of measures and behavioural experiments to be particularly helpful.

Parents were aware that young people found some aspects of the intervention challenging, but they noticed and valued the benefits (especially in what their young people were able to do). They found the approach taken by their therapists to be open and inclusive, and they noticed and appreciated that the therapeutic process was an active one. They accepted the need for measures. They reflected on some of the relational impacts of treatment, and some felt that they would have liked to have received support for themselves as well.

The therapists were very positive about the training and the treatment model. They found the process of developing competence through delivery and supervision to be challenging but also constructive, acceptable and achievable. They framed the therapy as an active form of intervention and singled out behavioural experiments as a key component. Their confidence in other components of the therapy was more varied. They expressed concerns about the volume of measures involved and about the viability of delivering the therapy as part of routine CAMHS work. They identified features that they would incorporate into their future work, including the use of measures within treatment and the use of video in supervision.

Managers were sceptical about the viability of both the research and the intervention. They were concerned about the pressure on staff and used ‘time-as-a-limited-resource’ as the main means of framing this problem.

Conclusions

It is not feasible to conduct a RCT to compare CT-SAD-A with a generic form of CBT within the current CAMHS context. The findings of the training case series provide preliminary evidence that good outcomes can be achieved from the delivery of CT-SAD-A in NHS CAMHS and that young people, parents and therapists like and value the intervention. However, because of high service demands and a relatively low capacity within CAMHS, therapists and managers struggled to carve out and protect the time needed to participate in training and deliver the treatment. Furthermore, in some services, referral patterns had become increasingly dominated by risk management needs, and young people with SAD were not reaching services. Further work is needed to ensure that CAMHS workers are fully supported to learn and test CT-SAD-A within a CAMHS setting. Alternatively, CT-SAD-A should be delivered and tested in a community or school setting that is better configured to treat a representative population of young people whose lives are held back by SAD. The new schools Mental Health Support Teams envisaged in the 2017 Children’s Mental Health Green Paper may provide such an opportunity.
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